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Sermon • 01/20/19 
J.C. Vaughn 

 
Without building them up to the point of scripture, I believe 

it is safe to say that there have been many ennobling works 
created over the years, things that focused on the angels of our 
better natures and exhorted us to be what we were created to be. 

These have come in the form of written epistles, speeches, 
sermons and calls to action across much of human history. 

We could talk about Magna Carta, the Declaration of 
Independence, Winston Churchill’s June 4, 1940 speech to 
Parliament, President Kennedy’s moon speech, or President 
Reagan’s speech at Berlin’s Brandenburg Gate. We could most 
certainly include Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s “I Have A 
Dream” speech in that list. 

I’d like to step away from that one, though, and instead 
concentrate on a less remembered call to action.  

On December 19, 1956, in advance of a Supreme Court 
mandate that came two days later, Dr. King and the Rev. W.J. 
Powell delivered a list of encouragement and guidance to the 
African-American population of Montgomery, Alabama, which 
had for 386 days carried on a boycott of the city’s then-
segregated bus service. 

Under the title of “Integrated Bus Suggestions,” Reverends 
King and Powell was addressed to a people who had endured 
much, and it asked them, it charged them to do more.  Much, 
perhaps correctly, is made of their adoption of Ghandi’s model 
of non-violent protest, but 62 years after the fact what shines for 
me is the Christian outlook of their message. 

“This is a historic week because segregation on buses has 
now been declared unconstitutional,” King and Powell opened 
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their letter. “Within a few days the Court Mandate will reach 
Montgomery and you will be re-boarding integrated buses. This 
places upon us all a tremendous responsibility of maintaining, in 
face of what could be some unpleasantness, a calm and loving 
dignity befitting good citizens and members of our Race. If there 
is violence in word or deed it must not be our people who 
commit it.” 

Let’s think about that for a moment. Against the power of 
the status quo, unjust laws, brute force, harassment and outright 
terror, they had prevailed. They had won this landmark civil 
rights decision, they had stood firm against the forces of hatred, 
intolerance, ignorance and fear… 
 And yet they wrote “This places on us all a tremendous 
responsibility…” 

The actual suggestions themselves started with some general 
ones: 
1.  The whole bus is now for the use of all people. Take a vacant 

seat. 
2.  Pray for guidance and commit yourself to complete non-

violence in word and action as you enter the bus. 
3.  Demonstrate the calm dignity of our Montgomery people in 

your actions. 
4.  In all things observe ordinary rules of courtesy and good 

behavior. 
5.  Remember that this is not a victory for Negroes alone, but for 

all Montgomery and the South. Do not boast! Do not brag! 
6.  Be quiet but friendly; proud, but not arrogant; joyous, but not 

boisterous. 
 
Those by themselves are challenging enough, but with this 

next one, they tell you the most about who they were: 
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7.  Be loving enough to absorb evil and understanding enough to 
turn an enemy into a friend. 
 

They then turned their attention to eight specific 
suggestions that were offered with the hope and belief that the 
bus drivers themselves would obey the new laws. I can’t 
imagine that this would been an easy assumption to make, but 
they started from that position. 

They began the specific suggestions with a call not to be 
combative:  
1.  Do not deliberately sit by a white person, unless there is no 

other seat. 
2.  In sitting down by a person, white or colored, say "May I" or 

"Pardon me" as you sit. This is a common courtesy. 
 
They then moved straight to the New Testament: 
 
3.  If cursed, do not curse back. If pushed, do not push back. If 

struck, do not strike back, but evidence love and goodwill at 
all times. 

 
For all their assumptions of support from the drivers, they also 
were realists and understood hard feelings might persist. Faith, 
specifically prayer, plays an important role: 
 
4.  In case of an incident, talk as little as possible, and always in a 

quiet tone. Do not get up from your seat! Report all serious 
incidents to the bus driver. 

5.  For the first few days try to get on the bus with a friend in 
whose non-violence you have confidence. You can uphold 
one another by a glance or a prayer. 
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Then they go even deeper into the Word: 
6.  If another person is being molested, do not arise to go to his 

defense, but pray for the oppressor and use moral and spiritual 
force to carry on the struggle for justice. 

 
Pray for the oppressor? Pray for the oppressor. This is why, no 
disrespect to Ghandi, I think you can see Our Lord’s hand in 
this. Let’s go back to what Blessing read to us from the Gospels 
this morning: 
 
LUKE 6:26-36 Woe to you when everyone speaks well of you, 
for that is how their ancestors treated the false prophets. 27 “But 
to you who are listening I say: Love your enemies, do good to 
those who hate you, 28 bless those who curse you, pray for those 
who mistreat you. 29 If someone slaps you on one cheek, turn to 
them the other also. If someone takes your coat, do not withhold 
your shirt from them. 30 Give to everyone who asks you, and if 
anyone takes what belongs to you, do not demand it back. 31 Do 
to others as you would have them do to you.  

32 “If you love those who love you, what credit is that to 
you? Even sinners love those who love them. 33 And if you do 
good to those who are good to you, what credit is that to you? 
Even sinners do that. 34 And if you lend to those from whom you 
expect repayment, what credit is that to you? Even sinners lend 
to sinners, expecting to be repaid in full.35 But love your 
enemies, do good to them, and lend to them without expecting to 
get anything back. Then your reward will be great, and you will 
be children of the Most High, because he is kind to the 
ungrateful and wicked. 36 Be merciful, just as your Father is 
merciful.” 
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Back to Reverends King and Powell, a renewed call to be 
committed to both changing the circumstances and non-
violence: 
7.  According to your own ability and personality, do not be 

afraid to experiment with new and creative techniques for 
achieving reconciliation and social change. 

8.  If you feel you cannot take it, walk for another week or two. 
We have confidence in our people. GOD BLESS YOU ALL. 

 
You might not have heard this because it’s a closely guarded 

secret, but we live in a challenging, tumultuous period for our 
nation and the world.  
 Personally, I’m not convinced that things are worse than 
they’ve ever been because so much is actually better than it’s 
been before. But over TV and the internet we are bombarded by 
negative news. In our weakness, we can be prone to giving into 
that negativity, despair, anger and fear. 
 We’re people. That is our weakness. We hear news. We 
believe news. It influences us. 
 This morning, I’d just like to remind you that if it is a little 
dark right now or if you just think it is, don’t forget what you 
saw in the light. As Christians, our news that counts is the Good 
News. 

Writing to the Corinthians, the Apostle Paul wrote of a 
weakness or problem he faced and had asked God to eliminate 
in him.  
 2 Corinthians 12:8-10 
“8 Three times I pleaded with the Lord to take it away from me. 
9 But he said to me, “My grace is sufficient for you, for my 
power is made perfect in weakness.” Therefore I will boast all 
the more gladly about my weaknesses, so that Christ’s power 
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may rest on me. 10 That is why, for Christ’s sake, I delight in 
weaknesses, in insults, in hardships, in persecutions, in 
difficulties. For when I am weak, then I am strong.” 

I do not exalt Dr. King as an example of perfection. Like 
all people, he, too, fell short of the glory of God. But in spite of 
any weaknesses or shortcomings he might have had, I do 
commend his example to you.  

We have been told we are more than conquerors. With his 
actions, his words, and his example, he lived it, and by the grace 
of God, he proved it. Amen. 


